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IT SEEMS THAT WITHIN THE NEXT YEAR
there will be a change of governance at
Towner with the creation of a charitable
trust charged with the task of running the
gallery and determining its future strategic
direction. The move will bring certain
ﬁnancial advantages but, arguably of
greater importance, will be the opportunity
to appoint a trust board who are fully
dedicated to the development of the gallery.
The Friends will watch with interest and we
look forward to working closely with the
new body if and when it is established. In
the meantime our membership continues
to grow and the new-look Towner Times
has been an important factor in this. Enjoy
this issue and please pass on the word
about membership - we have ambitious
plans for growth!
May I wish you all a very happy Christmas
and here’s to an exciting New Year!
Geoﬀrey Williams
Chairman
Winter 2009
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INTERVIEW

It’s a triumph for the Towners!
We talk to the actor Clive Francis and his mother,
Margaret Towner, great niece of the gallery’s founder
By Frances Lloyd OBE
I ENTERED THE FOYER OF TOWNER to
ﬁnd the prominent actor, Clive Francis,
and his mother waiting for me. Clive is a
distinguished stage and screen actor and
also a renowned caricaturist and book
illustrator while his mother, Margaret
Towner, a fellow thespian, is the great niece
of Alderman Towner who made the original
Towner bequest. It was her father, Eric, who
came up with the idea of using the Manor
House to house the original collection. It
was their ﬁrst visit to the new gallery and
I was delighted to accompany them.

curator, Sara Cooper kindly gave the
three of us a conducted tour and it was
wonderful to watch our guests’ faces light
up on seeing paintings they hadn’t seen
for years. Clearly they were familiar with
the works, had never forgotten them and
were glad to see them playing to a new
audience. However, Clive and Margaret
are nothing if not open-minded and
they were equally interested in the new
works – particularly the imposing bone
chandeliers (Jodie Carey’s work In the Eyes
of Others) in the Exhibition Gallery, which
were on display on our visit.

Photo: Janet Taylor

Family life

The old and new
Clive and Margaret were most impressed
by the scale of the building – ‘A bit diﬀerent
from the old Manor House,’ said Margaret
with a twinkle in her eye. Clive had hoped
that the Towner name would be retained
and was absolutely delighted to see it
writ large wherever he looked. Collection
4

Eventually I was able to sit the two of them
down and gather some of their memories...
The family home was High Bank in Borough
Lane, almost opposite the old Towner.
The building used by the Towner was
built about 1776 by the Reverend Henry
Lushington, Vicar of Eastbourne. The house
was bought for use as Eastbourne’s Art
Gallery with the help of £6,000 and the
collection of pictures, given by Alderman
Towner. Near the gallery are the steps
from High Street into Manor Gardens, the
gardens of the former Gildredge Manor
House. When the Art Gallery opened to
the public in 1923, the permanent ﬁne
art collection consisted of 22 Victorian
paintings. Today the Towner Collection
The Towner Times

boasts in excess of 4,000 works of historic,
modern and contemporary art.
As Margaret and Clive reminisced, out
came tumbling all the legendary names.
Memories of the Reeve-Fowkes family (the
Towner’s ﬁrst curator) and coming back
to the house after a day on the beach
during the summer holiday and playing
games like hide-and-seek and sardines in
a house full of nooks and crannies, ideally
suited to childrens’ games. John Gascoigne
Lake (curator, 1947-57) lived in a ﬂat in
the Manor House with his family and the
gallery and gardens provided a home and
a workplace and also a playground for his
Winter 2009

children and their young friends – among
them Clive Francis. In the winter, there
were skating parties with the children
sliding over the highly polished ﬂoors past
the magniﬁcent art on the walls.
Margaret was a founder member of the
Eastbourne Shakespearean Society, which
gave open-air performances in Manor
Gardens and where Clive gave his ﬁrst
Shakespearean performance as Longueville
in Love’s Labour’s Lost. The gardens boasted
three gardeners who Clive describes as
‘straight out of Alice in Wonderland’ and as
a boy he spent many hours drinking hot,
w
sweet tea with them in their little
5
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‘My great, great uncle would have been
overwhelmed with pride at the outcome
of his original £6,000 bequest’
hideaway hut. The head gardener, Mr Catt,
who always seemed to wear a suit, was
a very patient and understanding man,
though his patience wore thin on occasions
through the many pranks that Clive and his
friends got up to.
Both Margaret and Clive remembered the
Eastbourne Art School which used to stand
where the Library is now. William Gear, Eric
Ravilious, Edward Burra, John Lake and
Donald Towner all came to mind in this
context with many of them going on to
the Royal Academy together. Both were
pleased about the recent Edward Bawden
purchase by Towner as he too was
well remembered.

Clive could recall the lamp-lighter going
along Borough Lane and an odd but vivid
memory of a man who wore heavy boots
walking to the Eastbourne Dental Board
oﬃces in the morning, the boots making a
curious and distinctive sound on the stones,
Clive’s cue for getting ready for school.
Here’s to Towner
It was a great pleasure to meet Clive
Francis and Margaret Towner. Clive wrote
to me after their visit and I thought I would
end with his words. ‘My great, great uncle
would have been overwhelmed with pride at
the outcome of his original £6,000 bequest.
I love the modern design and the space and
hope the Eastbournians take it to their hearts
and embrace this new and exciting gallery.
It’s a triumph for us Towners. It’s a triumph
for Art and it’s a triumph for Eastbourne!’
Hear, hear!

Right: The Pool of London, 1935, by Donald
Towner, oil on canvas; far right: The Bird Trap,
1851, by Henry Dawson, oil on canvas
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LATEST INFORMATION

Towner news
All you need to know
from the gallery
Calling all artists
TOWNER IS INVITING applications for its
ﬁrst East Sussex Open exhibition in April
2010. This exciting opportunity is open to
local artists living or working in East Sussex
and will take place in conjunction with the
Eastbourne Festival.

Find out more and download an entry form
from www.eastbourne.gov.uk/towner.

Exhibitions still running...
...until the beginning of January Diane
Thater’s Tigers and Other People show
in the Exhibition Gallery. Tigers are the
subject matter of this three-screen video
installation, providing light and colour that
somehow transcends the natural world.
Free entry.

■

■ ...until next April A Diﬀerent View in
the Collection Gallery. It gives work from
the Collection its ﬁrst outing in the new
building and shows diﬀerent takes on
speciﬁc themes – see page 18. Free entry.

Winter 2009

Photo: Daniel Clements

The exhibition is open to artists and
makers working in any media – including
painting, drawing, sculpture, installation
and photography. The selected works will
be showcased in Towner’s vast ground ﬂoor
Exhibition Halls. The deadline for entries
is midday Monday 11 January 2010 and the
exhibition runs from 3 April to 3 May.

Design winners
Towner has scooped two top design prizes:
Architect of the Year Award for Public
Buildings from Building Design magazine
for Rick Mather Architects, followed by
Architectural Achievement Award in the
2009 Elle Decoration British Design Awards.
Well done Rick and his team for creating
such a stunning building!

Forthcoming exhibition
The Dark Monarch
23 January to 23 March

Visiting from Tate St Ives this exhibition
explores the inﬂuences of mythology,
folklore, mysticism and the occult on
modern British art development.
Ticketed entry.
7

OLD TOWNER PROJECT

Helen Warren
Help save the old Towner!

HELEN WARREN IS A LOCAL RESIDENT and
artist on a mission. She was very distressed
to see the old gallery abandoned, left
vulnerable to vandalism and deterioration
caused by the weather.

made good roof tiles and put felt to replace
the stolen lead. Fencing has also been
installed, marking the boundary perimeter
and two security men who regularly patrol
the site have been employed.

‘I was the Art & Design Co-ordinator at
Ocklynge School for many years and was a
regular visitor to the old gallery,’ she said.
‘I love the building, as I know many others
do, and want to keep it for the town. It is
very much part of Eastbourne’s heritage and
should be there for future generations to enjoy.’

Helen says that together with the support
of the local council and the police further
damage to the property should be
prevented. Now the Old Towner Project is
working out a long-term strategy for the
future of the old gallery.

With like-minded residents she set up
The Old Towner Project with a view to
saving the Manor House. As a result of the
campaign the building’s owner has recently

Contact Helen on 01323 731792
Email: hw.oldtownerproject@tiscali.co.uk
Facebook: The Old Towner Project

■

Rotting woodwork, graﬃti daubed walls, smashed window panes...
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Lithograph: Robert Tavener, Emma Mason Gallery

‘It is very much part of Eastbourne’s
heritage and should be there for future
generations to enjoy’

...rusting gutters, lead ﬂashing theft, leaking slates, peeling paintwork
Winter 2009
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TOWNER STAFF INTERVIEW

Marie Thompson
Development Oﬃcer
By Liz Silvester
MARIE WORKED ON THE COUNCIL events
team for a number of years, running events
such as Airbourne and the Beer Festival;
she also devised and organised the ﬁrst
Eastbourne Festival.
‘I love Eastbourne and have lived here most
of my life,’ she said when I caught up with
her. ‘I’ve moved away at various times to
London, Sheﬃeld, Redhill and Teddington
but keep coming back!’
Marie originally qualiﬁed as an interior
designer having studied for three years
in London but during her varied career
has also been an art teacher. Time oﬀ is
important to her and she uses Eastbourne
to its full advantage. ‘My favourite things
would have to include picnicking and
reading the papers on the beach on a hot,
sunny Sunday; music at the bandstand at

Christmas – it’s such a wonderful tradition;
starlings at dusk as they ﬂock around the pier
before roosting – and Towner, of course!’
I wondered what Marie’s current work
entails. ‘I’m responsible for creating business
opportunities for Towner and deal with the
external events, meetings and receptions
that take place in the community rooms.
We’ve had Grayson Perry’s book signing and
the Royal Institute of British Architects’ AGM
(South-east region) this year. And next July
we’ll host a local couple’s wedding, a ﬁrst
for Towner. I’ve also been working on a new
membership scheme (details were in the last
Towner Times), which will run alongside the
Friends of the Towner.
‘Over the next few months there will be a new
element – a Corporate Membership Scheme –
which will include the facility of loaning

‘Over the next few months there will be a new
element – Corporate Membership Scheme –
which will include the facility of loaning works
of art from the Towner Collection’
works of art from the Towner Collection. My
role includes arranging appeals for funding
from trusts, foundations and sponsors. So it’s
busy and varied and there’s no such thing as
a typical day.’
1O
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Being surrounded by so many wonderful
works of art what does Marie choose for
herself at home? ‘I’m really open minded
about art and appreciate most styles. I’m
particularly keen on early 1900s and studied
the work of Charles Rennie Mackintosh at
college. I have two prints of Hundertwasser
up at the moment. These artists were both
architects, which probably links back to my
interest in buildings and interior design.
I’ve had my own work shown at the old
Towner, once as part of a schools’ exhibition
and a successful submission to an open
exhibition. I don’t have my own work up at
Winter 2009

home, though members of my family have
several pieces hanging in their homes.’
And what’s her favourite part of the job?
‘Working in such an amazing building is
wonderful. I have to pinch myself every time
I walk in here!’

Towner Membership Schemes
If you want to know more about the
new Towner Membership Schemes,
contact Marie on 01323 434682 or email
marie.thompson@eastbourne.gov.uk

■
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PRINTMAKER
LOCAL
LIFE
PROFILE

The art of contemporary living
Open for just over two years, Viewpoint Art Gallery
in South Street is full of contemporary art
VIEWPOINT ART GALLERY is in a prime
location in Eastbourne’s South Street,
right opposite Maxim’s bar and restaurant.
It promises a unique product range for
the 21st century art lover and it doesn’t
disappoint, oﬀering an eclectic mix of
contemporary ﬁne art, original paintings
and limited editions.
Owner, Paul Manser, started out in business
as a commercial photographer working
for clients such as beauty giant, L’Oréal.
One ambition at that time was to open his
own art gallery and he is delighted to have
realised this dream while still working as
a photographer.

A friendly attitude
Paul oﬀers work from some of the biggest
names within the contemporary art world,
including Rolf Harris CBE, Sherree Valentine
Daines and Jack Vettriano and there are over
2,500 paintings on oﬀer at any one time.
Paul can organise free home approvals as
well as interest-free credit, corporate
work and wedding lists. There is also an
impressive collection of glassware and
sculpture for sale.
Viewpoint’s art consultants can also meet
with clients after normal working hours if
they are too busy to visit the gallery or
have any special
requests such as
viewing speciﬁc
paintings or queries
on how to hang
works of art.
Left: the gallery;
below: Paul Manser
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‘Feel welcome to browse
and enjoy the atmosphere
of contemporary ﬁne art’

Left to right: Sherree Valentine Daines; Rolf Harris CBE; Rebecca Lardner

Who’s on show?
Paul gives the low down on some of the
most popular artists whose work is on show
in the gallery:
Rolf Harris CBE ‘Rolf occupies a unique
position on the contemporary art scene. As
the nation’s most collectable artist approaches
his 80th birthday he is celebrating 50
successful years at the forefront of art in the
UK. His limited editions start from £595 with
originals from £28,000’.
Sherree Valentine Daines ‘Sherree is
the artist to the stars with her latest guest
appearance on ITV’S ‘This Morning’ to
present Fern Britton with a surprise portrait
of herself on her ﬁnal show. It has been a
fabulous year for Sherree who was recently
voted the country’s leading impressionist artist’.
Rebecca Lardner ‘Rebecca’s whimsical
paintings inﬂuenced by Lowry and Alfred
Wallis, are sold all over the world and private
Winter 2009

commissions have come from celebrity buyers
such as Sir Paul McCartney. Since winning a
major award last year, Rebecca has become
one of the UK’s most highly sought-after artists’.
Have a browse
Whatever your taste – and budget – it’s
worth paying a visit to Viewpoint. You can
buy signed limited editions from £100 to
£900+, original paintings from £300 to
£5,000+ and glassware and sculpture from
£39. For information about Paul’s ﬁnance
scheme – Art Investor – please see page 30.
■ Viewpoint

Art Gallery is at 38 South
Street, Eastbourne. It’s open Tuesday
to Saturday, 10am-5pm and by
appointment outside these hours.
Go to www.viewpointart.co.uk
or contact Paul on 01323 411547.

■
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LOCAL ARTIST PROFILE

Viv Cecil
A coastal inﬂuence
in mixed media
POPULAR LOCAL ARTIST Viv Cecil was
born in India in 1933. He came to England
in 1954, made his home in Sussex and
is currently living in Herstmonceux. He
has a lifelong interest in art and studied
illustration at the London College of
Printing and ﬁne art at Eastbourne College
of Art, obtaining a qualiﬁcation from the
University of Brighton.

‘Memories are coloured
by the time and place in
which he grew up’
He explores the coast to absorb the
atmosphere, making drawings in charcoal
and other media. Erosion caused by
winds and tide shape the soft chalk and

sandstone cliﬀs, transient light and the
seasons make a constantly changing
scene. He then attempts to express these
collective experiences on canvas or board.
He works in oil, acrylic and water-based
paints, adding mixed and found media to
produce drawings, paintings and collages.
A key feature of his work is a method Viv
has developed, which involves scorching
the surface of the canvas to create fusion,
edge and texture.
Years of drawing the human ﬁgure have
emphasised an aﬃnity with the forms
encountered in nature. His work is further
inﬂuenced in the ﬁrst stages, by Viv’s
background as a draughtsman and
illustrator. After that he breaks the mould,
moving further and further into the senses,

Left to right: Beached; Rockscape; Haven
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concentrating on creating dynamic forms
and atmosphere. Inﬂuences include
Alberto Burri, Julian Grater, Anselm Kiefer,
Hughie O’Donoghue and Tàpies.
Viv has exhibited extensively in Sussex
Northumberland, Cambridge and London
and has sold works in this country and
abroad. Most recently he has started a
project based on his memories of being
brought up in India during the momentous
last days of the Raj, before independence
in September 1947.
Winter 2009

His memories are coloured by the time
and place in which he grew up – blistering
heat, monsoon rains, dust storms, isolated
lakes with lush tropical vegetation, train
journeys, mountains, deserts – their smells
and colours...
Watch this space.

Contact Viv
Find out more and view some of his
work on www.artburngallery.co.uk

■
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NEW ACQUISITION

Grayson Perry’s Map of Nowhere
When he visited Towner recently to give a talk,
Grayson Perry had a gift for the gallery...
ENTITLED ‘MAP OF NOWHERE’, the large
etching that Turner Prize winner, Grayson
Perry presented to Towner, is a self-portrait
of sorts. With its Renaissance style, Perry’s
body is a map of the world, depicting signs
and symbols that are personal and political.
Grayson, known for his pots and vases
decorated with shocking and unconventional
imagery gave his talk to over 300 people
dressed as his alter ego Claire. He was

entertaining, funny and very honest
about himself. We got to hear about his
inspiration, childhood and transvestism.
There was a slide show of his work, a
question and answer session and a brilliant
speeded-up ﬁlm of him at work: throwing,
illustrating, painting and glazing a huge pot.
Afterwards, he happily signed copies of the
new book, Grayson Perry by Jacky Klein and
chatted to the audience.
■ You

can buy the book Grayson Perry
by Jacky Klein (Thames & Hudson, £35)
from the Towner shop. Richly illustrated,
it’s sure to become a collector’s edition.

16
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TOWNER REVIEW

A Diﬀerent View
Collection Gallery
By Liz Silvester
IF YOU WANT TO SEE A DIVERSE MIX of art
from the Collection, A Diﬀerent View gives
you just that. There is one installation
– a transparency projected onto the wall,
Door by Ceal Floyer – but apart from that
everything is mounted on the wall and
most of it in a frame. That might lead you
to believe you’re going to be in for much of
the same but not at all – the show displays
work from the permanent Collection and
compares how one artist may see and
depict the same theme very diﬀerently
from another.
The works are approached in a variety of
techniques and media – painting, drawing,
photography and are broken down into
diﬀerent themes: Play, Portraits, Still-life,
Landscape and Work. Local teachers
helped develop the themes, which reﬂect
key learning areas within the National
Curriculum – citizenship, identity,
imagination and the environment. The
teachers worked with pupils, comparing
and contrasting works of art.

Above: Starlight Landscape by Edward Stott, oil
on canvas; below: Evening Sky Over Hills by Ivan
Hitchens, 1957, oil on canvas in the Landscape theme

Obviously, the works aren’t all from the
same period and what came out loud
and clear was how media has moved on.
Modern photography sits alongside oil
paintings more than a hundred years old.
Local views of Sussex and Eastbourne in
particular have a completely diﬀerent
treatment from the diﬀerent artists who
have created them – and it’s all fascinating.
I love this exhibition and have
returned to it time and time again.
I’d really recommend it if you have
not been and if you have, a return
visit might turn up something
you didn’t notice before.
Until April 2010. Free entry.
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NEW EXHIBITION

Gallery assistants choose
their favourite artworks
Exhibition Hall

By Liz Silvester

AS A THANK YOU to the dedicated team
of gallery assistants and volunteers at
Towner, they have each been invited to
choose a favourite piece from the Towner
Collection for a special end-of-year show.
Running from 1 December to 3 January,
the show will be in the ground floor
Exhibition Hall. We know that most of you
will be delighted to hear that one of the
nominated exhibits is The Veiled Lady.
This exquisite bust in marble by Giovanni
Battista Lombardi (1823-1880) was always
on the grand piano at the old Towner and
was a ﬁrm favourite with visitors. This is
the ﬁrst time she will be seen in her new
home and there will be many who will
be pleased to see her back.
Originally from Brescia, between Milan
and Verona in the Lombardy region
of Italy, Giovanni Battista Lombardi
worked in Rome with Tenerani on
monuments and busts along religious
and classical lines. He later set up his own
studio with his brother where he produced
a great body of work.
The Veiled Lady is one of a series of other
veiled busts and his work remains popular
throughout Europe and the US.
Come along to the show and see all the
wonderful choices made by the volunteers
and assistants.
Winter 2009
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FRIENDS’ REVIEWS

Meng Yang Pan
Norah Sande winner
By Robin Gregory
EASTBOURNE MAY NOT YET RIVAL Cardiﬀ
or Leeds but its competitions have already
celebrated some remarkable talent.
Twenty or so years ago the Eastbourne
Symphony Orchestra’s award was won
by a 14-year-old pianist, Frederic Kempf,
who now, as Freddy Kempf is a renowned
international performer. He has shown
his gratitude to the town by becoming
patron of the Norah Sande Award; and on
20 October, in the beautifully refurbished
Gold Room at the Winter Garden, this year’s
Norah Sande winner wowed the audience.
Meng Yang was born in China in 1985 and
already this young performer has talent
and conﬁdence aplenty. After a short,
three-movement Haydn Sonata, she
addressed the audience about her
programme and her love of music. She
then delivered a punishing programme of
Beethoven, Schubert, Debussy, Poulenc
and Liszt without any recourse to the
printed score.
At the end she seemed as fresh as the
morning dew as she dedicated an encore
to everyone present: Liszt’s arrangement
of Schubert’s Serenade. It was a happy
thought that Richard Tauber had sung this
Schubert ‘charmer’ in the Winter Garden
many years ago and now we were hearing
it from another great musician and in the
same venue.
20
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Julian Lloyd Webber
Cello masterclass
By Liz Silvester
ALL EYES WERE ON THE GREAT MAN when
Julian Lloyd Webber visited Eastbourne
College in September but he was keen for
our eyes and more importantly our ears to be
on the three youngsters who each played
a piece on stage as part of his masterclass.
The teenagers are all accomplished cello
students but Julian was able to give them
some helpful advice and encouragement
to further develop their playing.
After the interval he played a piece himself
and answered some questions, discussing

Winter 2009

in detail the charity work he’s doing with
the In Harmony project before listening to
the ﬁnal student, Emily Francis.
Emily is on a scholarship at the Senior
Academy and played Schubert’s Arpeggione
Sonata beautifully but the ﬁne-tuning from
Julian made it even better. This was an
enjoyable and enlightening evening.
Find out more about In Harmony at
www.musicmanifesto.co.uk

■
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JOINING UP

Join the Friends!
Renew you membership or join up
and support the Friends of the Towner
‘We have a membership renewal
morning at Towner in the Junction Box on
Saturday 5 December from 11am to 1pm.
Come and meet us and join up!’

JOIN THE FRIENDS OF THE TOWNER or
renew your membership to enjoy a full
year of great events. This is a great way
of lending your support to Towner as
in the past 10 years we have provided
the gallery with over £75,000 towards
new acquisitions through membership
subscriptions and our exciting and very
enjoyable programme
of events.

Friends enjoy...
■

■
■
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Events throughout the year including
talks on visual arts and literature,
jazz and classical music concerts
Discounts on Friends’ events and
Towner ticketed exhibitions
The Towner Times magazine sent
quarterly with interviews, exhibitions
and local arts news, details about
Friends’ events with priority booking
Invitations from Towner for Friends’
private viewings of new exhibitions
Annual membership is from just £10
running January to December. Find
details on the enclosed form or go to
www.friendsofthetowner.org.uk

■
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EVENTS CALENDAR

23 February
Jazz evening
Val Wiseman

friends’
events

26 January
Art talk
Bill Allison

9 March
Music evening
James Woods-Davison
Brass Quintet
23 March
Literary talk
Robert Milnes

6 April
Art talk
Anthony Slinn

20 April
Music evening
Timothy Orpen

Winter 2009
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ART TALK

Bill Allison
Treasure house of the Tsars
Congress Suite
Tuesday 26 January, 7.30pm

£8

CREATED IN 1708 by Peter the Great as
his ‘window onto Europe’ St Petersburg
is a grand city, also known as the ‘City of
the Tsars’.
In this illustrated talk Bill Allison,
ex-Commodore Cruise Director for P&O,
will take us on a tour of St Petersburg,
where we’ll meet the emperors and
empresses who added a variety of palaces
and a host of artwork, much of which
can be seen today in the internationally
renowned Hermitage Museum.
Bill will talk about some of the most
famous masterpieces and introduce us
to the wonderful palaces, such as the
Catherine Palace and the Peterhof Palace,
Peter the Great’s showpiece. Who knows,
this introduction to the amazing city may
well tempt you to make a visit!

Want to know more?
Go to www.petersburgcity.com to
ﬁnd out more about St Petersburg.

■

If you do feel tempted, local cruise
specialist The Cruise Clinic can help
you choose the perfect cruise taking in
St Petersburg and other great Baltic cities.
■

Contact Sara Evans on 01323 731137
or email sales@thecruiseclinic.co.uk
24
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JAZZ EVENING

Val Wiseman
Sophisticated Lady
Hydro Hotel
Tuesday 23 February, 7.30pm

BRITISH JAZZ SINGER OF THE YEAR
Val Wiseman brings her tribute to
Duke Ellington – Sophisticated Lady
– to the Hydro Hotel. Val’s career has
included working with the bands
of Monty Sunshine, Alex Welsh and
Kenny Baker. For several years she has
been touring with her acclaimed Billie
Holiday show, Lady Sings the Blues.

£12

Be sure to book early as we’re all
looking forward to this special show
from Val and the Ellingtonians.
Please note: Jazz events will usually
be held at the Congress Suite which
was unavailable for this event.

Val will be accompanied by Martin
Litton’s Ellingtonians featuring Martin
on piano, ex-Chris Barber reedman,
Trevor Whiting and the Australian
phenomenally talented violinist
Julian Ferraretto.
Duke Ellington was a proliﬁc songwriter
as well as being the composer of jazz
classics such as Mood Indigo and Take
the ‘A’ Train – several of these will be
included in the programme.
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MUSIC EVENING

James Woods-Davison Quintet
Gold Room, Winter Garden
Tuesday 9 March, 7.30pm

£11

WE’RE LOOKING FORWARD to welcoming
this outstanding brass quintet to Eastbourne.
The group features ﬁve superb players who
are sure to raise the roof.
So come and see James Woods-Davison
and Nathan Richards on trumpet, Matthew
Lewis on trombone, Michael Kidd on
French horn and Sasha Koushk on tuba.
Currently studying at The Royal Academy
of Music, the group is also ﬁtting in
performances with the London Symphony
Orchestra, The Philharmonia, The Hallé, The
Orchestra of the Enlightenment and the
Royal Scottish National Orchestra.
They have appeared at The Royal Opera
House and The Royal Society of Arts, while
James himself is the current winner of
the Royal Academy of Music Worshipful
Company of Musicians Prize for both solo
brass and brass ensemble.
They are coming to perform an exciting
and unique concert, which will include jazz
and classical styles in Eastbourne and are
sure to evoke memories of the great Philip
Jones brass ensemble.
Book your tickets now!
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LITERARY TALK

Robert Milnes
The Jane Austen industry
Congress Suite
Tuesday 23 March, 7.30pm

£8

WELL-KNOWN IN EASTBOURNE as
a pianist, Robert Milnes is also an
authority on Jane Austen. In March
he dons his literary hat to share
this knowledge and examine the
way Jane Austen’s name has been
used to create a whole industry
– apparently ﬁrst recognised as
such by Martin Amis of all people!

Collection National Portrait Gallery, London

Robert has established a strong
following for his fascinating talks
on and about Jane, and has even
composed a cycle of seven songs,
which he has entitled Austen Seven.
This looks set to
be a thoroughly
entertaining
evening and early
booking is advised
as Robert is such
a local favourite.

Jane Austen, pencil and
watercolour by her sister
Cassandra Austen, c1810
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ART TALK

Anthony Slinn
The beauty of the Pre-Raphaelite period
Congress Suite
Tuesday 6 April, 7.30pm

£8

RENOWNED NATIONALLY as one of the
most distinguished and entertaining art
historians, Professor Anthony Slinn will
present a most fascinating talk about the
Pre-Raphaelite period, with its great beauty
and vibrancy.
The movement was formed in 1848 by a
group of painters, poets and critics who
rejected the art of the Renaissance in
favour of art before Raphael, Michelangelo
and Leonardo. Names like Rossetti, Holman
Hunt, Millais and later Madox Brown and
Whistler specialised in detailed studies of
medieval and noble themes with amazing
attention to detail and pure colour. A high
point in this positively beautiful period of
painting was the famous Millais painting of
Ophelia, exhibited to critical acclaim (below).

Anthony’s an experienced ‘talker’, he’s
taken his roadshow all over the UK since
1983, sharing his enthusiasm for art and
artists. He’s even been known to don
Vincent attire to present his Van Gogh talk
– really bringing the subject to life! We look
forward to welcoming him to Eastbourne
and recommend you book early.

Find out more
Read more about the Pre-Raphaelite
Brotherhood at Birmingham Museum
& Art Gallery’s informative site
www.preraphaelites.org
■ Visit Tate Britain to see Millais’ Ophelia
which is one of the most popular
Pre-Raphaelite works.
■
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MUSIC EVENING

Timothy Orpen
Clarinettist extraordinaire
Gold Room, Winter Garden
Tuesday 20 April, 7.30pm

£11

DESCRIBED BY THE TIMES as a
‘blazing talent’ Timothy Orpen
is considered one of the leading
players of his generation. This
young clarinettist made his
debut at Wigmore Hall in 2005,
and appeared to critical acclaim
in the Purcell Room.
Recent highlights include
the Mozart Clarinet Concerto
at the Royal Festival Hall
with Sir David Willcocks and
Malcolm Arnold’s Clarinet
Concerto no 2 with the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra and
Barry Wordsworth.
We’re welcoming him to the
Gold Room to give us a concert
of unique clarinet music in
a mix of styles. Timothy also
enjoys chamber music and
has previously joined forces
with string quartets such as
The Allegri and Barbirolli. Last
year Timothy was appointed
co-principal clarinet with the
London Chamber Orchestra.
So catch him while you can as
his career is really taking oﬀ...
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FRIENDS’ NOTICEBOARD

Own your own art
Want to buy some art of your own
but can’t aﬀord it? There is a way....
If you’ve ever longed to buy a painting
but haven’t had the money, there are
interest-free loan schemes that can help.
Own Art is run by The Arts Council and
allows you to borrow between £100 and
£2,000 to spend on art in participating
galleries and shops. You then simply
pay it back over 10 months, completely
interest free. There are 24
galleries in East Sussex
including one here in
Eastbourne, Henry Paddon
at 113 South Street. To ﬁnd out more
go to www.artscouncil.org.uk/ownart

Either way, you can buy art with an
interest-free loan and this surely makes it
more accessible to everyone...

FRIENDS OF THE TOWNER
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There’s another scheme called Art Investor,
exclusive to Viewpoint Art Gallery at
38 South Street – see page 12. Pay 10% or
more and get between £250 and £25,000
as a loan with up to 36 months to pay it
back. Again, it’s interest free. For further
details visit www.viewpointart.co.uk

Proof reader Janet Taylor
Printing
Eastbourne Borough Council Printing Services
Many thanks to all those who have
contributed to this edition of The Towner
Times, including advertisers
ADVERTISING
If you’d like to see your business advertised in
The Towner Times please contact Liz Silvester
for more information - see email address above
The Towner Times

ONLINE FUNDS

Help the Friends of the Towner
to make more money
By Wendy Bishop
THE FRIENDS HAS RECENTLY registered
with two websites to help us raise money.
All you do is search and shop through
these sites to add money to our pot.
Support us when you search the net...
If you need to search the internet for
anything, use the charity search engine
www.easysearch.org.uk and type
Friends of the Towner in the bar at the
bottom and click ‘search’ to ﬁnd us.
Then start your search and for every one
you make, 50% of the ad revenue from
the site’s sponsors will go to the Friends.
It will help you if you make the page your
home page so as not to forget to use it.

‘This is a really easy way to raise further funds
so if you use the internet, please get involved’
...and when you shop online
You can also make money for the Friends
every time you shop online by going via
www.easyfundraising.org.uk where
you have a choice over 600 of the UK’s
best-known retailers, including Next,
Argos, Debenhams and John Lewis.
Just search for Friends of the Towner as
the cause you support and register your
details. Then when you shop using the
links from the site, up to 15% of your
purchase price will be donated to the
Friends. Simple!
Winter 2009
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